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Graber Lightweaves
Solar & Roller Shades

A CUT ABOVE THE REST 

The clean lines of Graber Lightweaves Solar and Roller Shades 
lean towards modern, but your fabric selection allows them to 
blend with any design style. Shades also perform a function, 
so consider your light control and other needs. Explore your 
options in the upcoming pages and create the shade that’s 
perfect for you. 
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The Graber Experience
CUSTOM TREATMENTS | CUSTOM SERVICE

Graber window treatments are crafted to fit your windows—and your lifestyle. Our smart solutions manage 
light and privacy, and reduce energy bills, all while enhancing your home design. And the Graber fabric 
collections are curated by design experts to ensure your choices are on-trend, yet timeless.

Solar Shade with UltraLite Cordless Lift, 
Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar: EcoEncore,  
Mint Condition 10051, and Contour Valance

Cover—Roller Shade with Motorized Lift, 
Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar: Chakra, Cirrus 
21401, and Contour Valance

Roller Shade with UltraLite Cordless Lift, 
Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar: Emerson, Poised 
Pewter 21393, and Cassette Valance



Solar Shades
OPENNESS OF FABRIC
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The openness of solar fabrics means they are never truly private. When you have lights 
on in your home at night, people outside can see in. For privacy, Graber recommends 
adding drapery to your window or choosing a Graber Dual Shade—with one solar shade 
and one roller shade for the best of both worlds. 

DAYTIME VIEW, 5% OPENNESS NIGHTTIME VIEW, 5% OPENNESS

SOLAR FABRIC | Attributes by Time of Day

DAYTIME VIEW, 3% OPENNESS DAYTIME VIEW, 3% OPENNESS

SOLAR FABRIC |Attributes by Fabric Color

DARK COLORS
•  Absorb more solar heat to increase  

energy savings

• Provide better light control

• Reduce interior glare while maintaining view

• Enhanced view in daylight

LIGHT COLORS
•  Reflect more solar heat to increase  

energy savings

• Allow more daylight through the fabric

•  Diminished view in daylight compared to 

darker colors

Openness of Fabric
The openness indicates how tightly woven the material is. A low openness 
percentage means that the shade fabric is less open—it blocks more light, 
more glare, and more UV rays. A higher percentage indicates that a shade 
fabric is more open—it blocks less light, but because its weave is more open, 
it offers a better view.

SOLAR FABRIC | Attributes by Fabric Openness

LOWER OPENNESS FABRICS
• Tight weave, so limited daytime view-through

• Minimal daylight filters through fabric

• More heat blocking 

HIGHER OPENNESS FABRICS

• Daylight filters through fabric

• Diffused view

1% OPENNESS
BLOCKS 99% OF UV RAYS

3% OPENNESS
BLOCKS 97% OF UV RAYS

5% OPENNESS
BLOCKS 95% OF UV RAYS

10% OPENNESS
BLOCKS 90% OF UV RAYS

Solar Shades
•  Block up to 99% of harmful UV rays—and save your  

floors and furnishings from sun damage (see chart  

beneath swatches for each collection’s UV blockage).

•  Block the sun’s glare—so it’s easier to see your  

TV screen and devices.

• Maintain your view outdoors during the daylight.

•  Collections include Eco-Performance fabrics— 

for earth-friendly and family-friendly shades.

• Ideal for home offices and playrooms.

Solar Shade with UltraLite Cordless Lift, Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar:  
Nantucket, Spice 10314, and Decorative Hardware: Brushed Bronze



Roller Shades
•  Whatever your room requires, we have a solution for its light and 

privacy needs (see chart beneath swatches for each collection’s  

light control options).

•  Fabrics selected by designers—find your favorite for style that lasts.

• Add your personal touch with decorative hems, scallops, and tassels.

•  Ideal for rooms where privacy is essential or where you desire  

design flair.
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Roller Shade with Motorized Lift,  
Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar:  
Linnea, Warm Glow 23242

Roller Shades
FABRIC OPACITY

Fabric Opacity

Sheer (S)

Lets in natural light, enables a view to the outside, 
minimal privacy

Light-Filtering (LF)

 Diffuses light, transforms sunlight into a gentle glow, 
limited privacy

Room-Darkening (RD)

Blocks most light, semi-private 

Blackout (BO)

More opaque, blocks light, provides the  
most privacy
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Eco-Performance Solar Shades
ECO-FRIENDLY & HEALTHY HOME

Cradle to Cradle Certified Bronze
Cradle to Cradle Certified is the world’s most advanced 
science-based, multi-attribute certification program for 
designing, making and verifying materials and products 
that are safe, circular and responsible.

PET Plastics
When you recycle plastics marked “1,” you’re recycling 
PET material. And we take 100% recycled PET to create 
two Eco-Performance fabric collections of Graber Solar 
Shades. Thanks for recycling!

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
Products designed for indoor spaces are 
GREENGUARD Gold Certified if they meet strict 
chemical emissions limits. Graber Solar Shade fabrics 
have been tested for more than 10,000 chemicals.

STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX
This certification means the fabric is free of PVC, 
halogen, lead, formaldehyde, allergenic dyes, 
pesticides, phenols, and heavy metals, and it meets  
all VOC content limits.

Eco-Performance Solar Shades
BETTER FABRICS FOR A BETTER WORLD

Graber Eco-Performance Solar Shades go above and beyond. More than fashionable, our latest fabrics are also earth-
friendly and family-friendly—because you’re mindful of what matters most. Look for our Eco-Friendly and Healthy Home 
designations and know you’re making a responsible choice.

Solar Shade with UltraLite Cordless Lift, Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar:  
SafeSync, Bronze Haze 10353, and Decorative Hardware: Brushed Graphite

FABRIC FOCUS: ECO-PERFORMANCE SOLAR SHADES

FABRIC
COLLECTION

OPENNESS

100%
RECYCLED
CONTENT

(PET PLASTICS)

PRECONSUMER 
RECYCLED  
CONTENT

RECYCLABLE PVC  
FREE

LEAD  
FREE ANTIFUNGAL ANTIMICROBIAL 

CERTIFICATION

FR  
RATED

GREENGUARD  
GOLD

CRADLE TO  
CRADLE OEKO-TEX

Earth Synergy 5% ○ ○ NFPA 701 ○

EcoEncore 5% ○ ○ ○ ○ NFPA 701 ○ ○

EnviroINFUSION 5% ○ ○ ○ ○ NFPA 701 ○ ○

Harmonics 5% ○ ○ ○ ○ NFPA 701 ○ ○

LiveWell 2% ○ ○ ○ NFPA 701 ○

PlanetSafe 3% ○ ○ ○ ○ NFPA 701 ○ ○

SafeSync 12% ○ ○ NFPA 701 ○

Unison 5% ○ ○ ○ ○ NFPA 701 ○ ○

Cradle to Cradle Certified™ is a registered trademark of the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute.

You can breathe a little easier when you choose Graber Solar Shades designated as Healthy Home.  
The fabrics in these collections offer one or more of the following attributes.

• Made with antifungal and antimicrobial properties—for a clean, healthy, odor-free home

• PVC-free

• GREENGUARD Gold Certified—verifying the fabrics meet strict standards for chemical emissions

• Meet OEKO-TEX® standards—certifying the textiles comply with rigorous test criteria for harmful substances 

HEALTHY HOME FABRICS

Graber Solar Shade fabrics marked Eco-Friendly have one or more of the following attributes.

• Made from 100% recycled PET material (plastics marked “1”)—reducing landfill waste

• Recyclable after use—a responsible long-term choice

• Remove an average of five plastic bottles from the ocean, per shade—helping to end ocean plastic

• Include preconsumer recycled material in its composition

• PVC-free

• Cradle to Cradle Certified™ Bronze—for your earth-conscious lifestyle

ECO-FRIENDLY FABRICS



Stylish Solutions  
FOR EVERY SPACE

Graber also creates solar shades for the exterior 
of your home. And window coverings for wide 
windows can be crafted from either solar or roller 
fabrics—for patio doors and more! (p. 12) You 
can even choose two fabrics for a dual shade to 
maximize your view while maintaining your privacy 
when needed. (p. 13) Whatever your window, 
whatever your style, Graber has you covered.
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More Window Treatments
EXTERIOR SOLAR SHADES

Exterior Solar Shades
•  Mount solar shades outside your windows to increase your home’s 

energy efficiency, providing additional protection from UV rays and 

the heat.

•  Install them around your sun-soaked porch, so you can enjoy your 

outdoor space all through the day.

• Block up to 99% of harmful UV rays—before they reach your window.

• Built for endurance—with outdoor-grade components.

• See the back of each swatch for availability.

Exterior Solar Shades with Continuous-Loop Lift:  
Plexus 3%, Nutley Pier 47709



Dual Shades
•  Combine two fabrics to create one shade—for the ultimate 

control of light, temperature, and privacy.

•  Consider two roller shades with different opacities or combine 

a solar shade with a roller for UV protection during the day and 

privacy at night.

Dual Shades with Continuous-Loop Lift:  
Roller Shade (front): Arboretum BO, Monarch 13702, and  
Solar Shade (back): Plexus 5%, Travertine 47807, and Cassette Valance
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More Window Treatments
SLIDING PANELS & DUAL SHADES

STACKING OPTIONS

Sliding panels can be opened and arranged to the left, right, 
or split at the center to best accommodate the design and 
intended use of a space.

LEFT STACK SPLIT STACKRIGHT STACK

Sliding Panels
•  A modern take on treatments for sliding glass doors— 

for maximum coverage.

• Available in stunning solar and roller fabrics.

•  Easily coordinate with other window coverings in  

your home.

• See the back of each swatch for availability.

Panel Accents with Cord Control: Vancouver, Capri T1515
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Lift Control Options
GRABER ULTRALITE LIFT SYSTEM

Graber UltraLite Lift System
VIRTUALLY WEIGHTLESS | PERFECTLY PRECISE

Our revolutionary new system allows you to quietly lift and lower your shade 

with the lightest touch—and place the shade precisely where you want it. No 

adjustment necessary! So light, it’s ideal for every generation. 

UltraLite Cordless Lift 
The safer option for homes with kids and pets.

UltraLite Dual Lift 
Combines cordless lift with continuous-loop lift for 
versatility. Perfect for wide or hard-to-reach windows.

Two UltraLite Lift Systems Available

Bracket covers on the Graber UltraLite Lift System are 
available in five modern, metalized finishes.

Decorative Hardware 

OIL RUBBED  
BRONZE

BRUSHED 
GOLD NICKEL

BRUSHED  
BRONZE 

BRUSHED  
NICKEL 

BRUSHED 
GRAPHITE

Roller Shade with UltraLite Cordless Lift, Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar: 
Levity, Fortress 21414, and Decorative Hardware: Brushed Graphite
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Lift Control Options
MOTORIZED | CORDLESS | CONTINUOUS-LOOP | SMART PULL

CORDLESS LIFT

Shade operates smoothly via the bottomrail, 
thanks to our exclusive speed braking system. 
The cordfree design provides a streamlined 
appearance--and it’s certified Best for Kids so it’s 
a safer option for homes with children and pets.

CONTINUOUS-LOOP LIFT

Shade is controlled with a side-mounted, 
looped cord, and includes a hold-down device  
that keeps the chain taut for safety. Adjust 
large and hard-to-operate shades more easily, 
while enjoying a clean appearance.

SMART PULL LIFT

A convenient, easy-glide lift system that uses 
a single cord to lift and lower your shade to the 
perfect spot. It’s a classic option.

MOTORIZED LIFT

There’s an option for everyone—from motorized  
wand to remote control to the Graber Motorization 
App. You can even include your shades within 
a complete home automation system. Plus, 
motorized blinds and shades are certified Best  
for Kids™ for homes with children and pets.

•  Convenient and quiet, our  motorized solutions provide a powerful performance.

•  Easier regulation of temperature and natural light—which contributes to 

energy savings.

• Increased comfort and home security for your family.

• Ideal for large or hard-to-reach windows.

Solar Shade with Motorized Lift, Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar:  
Quintessence, Gilded Linen 41903, and Contour Valance
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Top Treatments
FASCIA & VALANCES

CONTOUR VALANCE

A rounded, contemporary, fabric- 
wrapped valance.

CASSETTE VALANCE

Curved, aluminum-extruded, fabric-covered 
valance conceals the fabric roll at the top of 
the shade. 

FLAT VALANCE

A sleek fabric-wrapped flat valance.

FABRIC ACCENT BRACKET COVERS

For a clean, no-fuss appearance. The fabric 
accent coordinates with the color of the  
shade fabric.

FASCIA

Aluminum-extruded fascia conceals the fabric 
roll at the top of the shade and adds a simple, 
modern touch. Choose from a range of colors 
that coordinate or contrast with the fabric. 

BLACK  
939 

BRONZE  
876

CLEAR 
ANODIZED  

875 

VANILLA  
970 

WHITE  
871 

CONTOUR VALANCE

CASSETTE VALANCE

FASCIA

Solar Shade with Motorized Lift, Fabric-
Wrapped Hem Bar: Harmonics, Titanium 
10111, and 4" Fascia: Black 

Left—Roller Shade with UltraLite Cordless Lift, 
Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar: Florian,  
Snow Angel 21381, and Contour Valance

Bottom—Roller Shade with UltraLite Cordless 
Lift, Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar:  
Emerson, Poised Pewter 21393, and Cassette 
Valance
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Solar Shade Options
THE DETAILS

HEAT-SEALED HEM BAR 

Hem bar is completely enclosed within 
a heat-sealed pocket for a clean, 
smooth look with no exposed parts.

RAILROADING

Fabric is turned 90 degrees clockwise 
to accommodate larger windows. 
Please note that railroaded  fabrics may 
curl along the edge. 

SEAMING

Seams are added to solar fabrics to 
lengthen shades for tall windows.

FABRIC-WRAPPED HEM BAR

Fabric from the shade is wrapped 
around an aluminum hem bar; comes 
with color-coordinated end caps.  

SIDE/SILL CHANNELS

Aluminum-extruded channels line the 
sides and bottom of the window to 
block light from entering. 

Solar Shade with Motorized Wand, Fabric-Wrapped Hem Bar:  
Nebula, Kodiak 10085, and Cassette Valance
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Roller Shade Options
THE DETAILS

HEM STYLES

ROLL DIRECTION

Cathedral

Colonial

Classic

Standard Roll

Provence Dentil

Reverse Roll

ACCENT GIMP

White 417

Dark Beige 350

Cream 715Stucco 963

Rock Gray 399

Black 156 Toffee 296

Maize 02

1" TEARDROP CRYSTAL BEAD TRIM

Antique Rose  
206

Bronze  
201

Sand  
204

Light Gold  
202

White  
205



Your Style. Our Expertise.
LEAVE THE DETAILS TO US

Because window treatments are a foundational element  
of your home’s story, you want to feel extra-confident  

in your choices. Rest assured, we cultivated the  
Graber Solar and Roller Shades collection to be  

fashionable and exceptional, so success is at hand. 

Not only that but your dedicated Graber Window Treatment  
Expert is at your service—introducing designs, colors, and  

options tailored to your window and your living space. You can  
trust your Graber Expert to really bring your style home—taking  

care of all project details from start to beautiful finish.

graberblinds.com

Graber is a registered trademark of Springs Window Fashions, LLC. 

Graber is a brand of Springs Window Fashions, the Best Experience Company
19-0696-01 (12/20) 20-130707


